RSSOC ScimFest @ Curborough Weekend
Curborough Sprint Course, WS13 8EJ near Lichfield
Thursday 18 August to Sunday 21 August 2022
The Curborough ScimFest Campsite will open at 1400 on Thursday 18 August. The Test
Days will be held all day Friday 19 August and the afternoon of Saturday 20 August.
Sprinting all day Sunday 21 August. The Autotest will be held on Saturday morning.
How to get there: Postcode is: WS13 8EJ. OS Map grid reference: SK 13401280 on
OS Map 128. Otherwise use any good road map. Make for the A38 between Lichfield
and Derby. Turn west off the A38 at Fradley Park Junction. This is Wood End Lane.
Straight on at first 2 roundabouts then take the first exit off the third roundabout
(Tesco Distribution Centre on right) then turn left into Netherstowe Lane (no road
name plate). The entrance to Curborough Circuit is about 150 yards on the right.
Alternatively, enter Wood End Lane from the west off the A515.
The ADVANCE PROGRAMME price of £12 entry per car admits all occupants accompanied
by a Member in one car into Curborough for the entire weekend. It is cheaper to book in
advance as if you attend without obtaining an advance programme it will be £12 PER
PERSON at the gate. All non-members pay £12 PER PERSON. An advance programme
is required in addition to paying for camping and/or Auto-jumble/trade pitches.
If using a generator on the campsite please tick the box on the booking form.
Generators may only be run between 0900 and 1800.
It had been hoped that prices could have been kept the same as last year, but the
costs of hiring in services and equipment have increased again, so prices have had
to be increased to help cover the cost. Camping prices are as follows:
Thursday night £17 (non-members £22); Friday night £22 (non-members £28);
Saturday night £22 (non-members £30); Sunday night £12 (non-members £17).
Auto-jumble/trade pitch prices are £30 per pitch (non-members £50) for the whole
weekend. Camping tickets are also required if staying on site.
All bookings for Camping and/or Auto-jumble/trade pitches must also include £12
(non-members £12 per person) for an advance programme (for one or the other –
not both) which also covers P&P.
Friday all day is a ‘Track Test Day’ which is not open to the public. Friday evening in
the Marquee for fun and a quiz for all; it is still free, but please enter numbers on the
booking form as tickets will be issued so that we know attendance numbers in advance.
Saturday morning is the Autotest. The cost per entry is only £20, but more entries
are needed to make it pay! Saturday afternoon is a ‘Track Test Day’.
Saturday evening entertainment has yet to be arranged, so see Slice 305 for details.
As it is the Club’s 50th Anniversary the theme this year is Gold.
Sunday is the Concours competition and our round of the ‘Scimitar & Sabre Speed
Championship’ with practice runs in the morning and timed runs in the afternoon.
All the weekend’s activities will be published in the ScimFest Programme and also
on ScimitarWeb.
Please support your ScimFest which is the main event to attend to see the Sprint
Cars in action and for bargains from Club Traders and Auto-jumble stalls!

Animals (except assistance dogs) are not allowed at Curborough

